The Secret Garden, via the Pan-like and Peter and Wendy (25) . The children in E. Nesbit's The Enchanted Castle similarly demonstrate that they are superior beings to adults by enjoying the gods' company (27) (28) . Of course, as Hale herself acknowledges, Victorian and Edwardian ideas of childhood were very different from those of the actual, original Romans.
In the next chapter, Joanna Paul focuses on how Edwardian anxieties and sensibilities inform Nesbit's work, especially The Story of the Amulet. Time travel in Amulet allows Nesbit to propose Fabian socialism, criticize British shortcomings in social welfare at home and in the empire, and suggest that Britain is truly great and will be a utopia in the future, but also suggest less obvious Edwardian fascinations. She draws attention to Nesbit's "feel of history" (33) that resonates more strongly with children than didacticism. Young readers "are clearly meant to revel in the exotic excitement" of visiting ancient cities (37). Some of the adult excitement at the time is suggested by Paul's mention of such Edwardian interests as ancient garden cities, theosophy, origins of Egyptian civilization, research on the potential historicity of Atlantis, and conflicted views of British identity as cultural heir to an invading country, a subject also visited in part 4 of this essay collection.
In chapter 3, Katarzyna Marcinak extends classics reception to Polish literature. Classics have always been important in Poland, which still considers itself to be part of the Mediterraneum, a spiritual community exceeding geographical borders (59). The works of two classics professors have made that classicism particularly available to children and have inspired classical reception in later works of Polish children's literature. The Mythology of Jan Parandowski (1895 Parandowski ( -1978 links classical past to Polish present in a highly original work laced with erudite anecdotes, modern interpretations, and information on the newest archeological discoveries. Tadeusz Zieliński (1859 Zieliński ( -1944 was also a first-rate classicist, even nominated for the Nobel Prize in Literature, who was proudest of his work of mythology for children, Fabulous Antiquity. Zieliński takes his young readers in medias res with Europa's rapture. Rather than entirely suppressing erotic details, as did Zieliński, Parandowski clearly notes their exclusion, suggesting even further the complexity of the mythical world. This chapter would have benefitted from better editing for occasional second-language problems, the worst example of which was translating Otwarta Szkatułta-surely best rendered as "Open Jewel Case"-as "Open Casket." Chapter 5, Mary McMenomy's "Reading the Fiction of Video Games," is, for me, one of the most interesting in the collection, perhaps because I know relatively little about video games. McMenomy first explains the important components of "rule" and "fiction" that must be balanced in game design, and then she analyzes a range of video games available to children that have such fictional characters from the classics as Midas, Odysseus, Eurydice, Sisyphus, Perseus, and Zeus, with or without their associated stories. She argues that the games' potentially dissonant blend of "fiction" and "rule" can extend child players' knowledge of classical literature even when, as is usually the case, the game is not primarily educational. Games need fictional content to be "legible" (106), and classical mythology represents a compelling corpus of fiction that is in the public domain yet not particularly associated with any minority culture or practicing believers. An understanding of that mythology "is part of the process of game mastery" (134).
Editor Lisa Maurice herself provides chapter 6, in which she identifies two parallel traditions of the centaur in ancient mythology that are replicated in modern juvenile fantasy. These traditions singled out man-horse Chiron as a noble teacher, while all other centaurs were dangerous, savage, and sexually lascivious (142). In modern juvenile fantasy, C. S. Lewis's centaurs have been particularly influential, not only in their size but especially in their nobility, aloofness, and esoteric knowledge, powerfully influencing the centaurs of J. K. Rowling's Harry Potter series. Riordan's Chiron in the Percy Jackson series is the same trainer of heroes from classical mythology but his kinfolk are "wild and barbaric," if comically so. In Eoin Colfer's Artemis Fowl series, Foaly the centaur is a nonmagical inventor less influenced by classical mythology than by advanced technology; Diana Wynne Jones takes this distinction even further in her texts (166). Centaurs also assist Ellen Jensen Abbot's teen issue novels Watersmeet and The Centaur's Daughter to negotiate societal prejudices against different races. Maurice concludes that Colfer's Foaly most clearly epitomizes the postmodern move away from the human, since Foaly masters technology rather than serving it, all the while being as far from human as possible .
In chapter 7, Niall W. Slater surveys the Narnia books in their publication order to demonstrate how classical mythology, particularly Roman, "bubbles up" from beneath the surface as "classical memories" (171), often glossed only later. Silenus is mentioned among the faun Tumnus's books in the second chapter of The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe, but it is only at the end of Prince Caspian-a book particularly about memory and forgetting-that Silenus makes a holiday appearance with Bacchus. The Voyage of the Dawn Treader is Odyssean in its travels to strange islands and encounters, but Odysseus himself is mentioned only at the end. The Silver Chair may be informed by the myths of Ceres and Proserpina and Theseus and Pirithous, and of course the allegory of the cave is from Plato's Republic. Slater has less to say about classical memories in The Horse and His Boy, but Uncle Andrew's magic rings in The Magician's Nephew are made from dust from Atlantis, and Uncle Andrew is himself a sort of Pandora. In The Final Battle, the correspondence between the earthly and heavenly is explicitly indebted to Plato's forms. I am surprised, however, that for the final book Slater does not mention Aesop's fable of the ass dressed in a lion's skin.
Part 3, "Classical Mythology for Children," looks at how entire story systems have been received in children's literature. In chapter 8, Sheila Murnaghan looks at retellings over two centuries of the men-into-pigs Circe myth from The Odyssey to "chart shifting conceptions of how classical mythology should be presented to children" (196) . Charles Lamb's version (1808) is an attempt to turn a classical text into recreational reading; he does not tone down shocking details as much as his editor wished, but he does insist that the men did not deserve to be turned into pigs. Nathaniel Hawthorne's 1853 version of the myth, extended into the twentieth century in various illustrated editions, balances youthful idealism with the suggestion of older knowledge of human corruption, so that Ulysses's followers are so fond of food that they become more truly what they already are: pigs. Paul Shipton's comic retellings of the Circe story are included in his two book-length retellings (2004, 2006) of The Odyssey from the point of view of Gryllus the Pig, books that clearly encourage and reward interest in classical mythology but also participate in a broader contemporary trend to displace the central hero of The Odyssey in favor of marginal perspectives.
In chapter 9, Geoffrey Miles recognizes that Odysseus "has always been a problematic figure" (213) (2013) , whose teenage heroine Penelope Overland herself becomes a sort of wandering hero. Indeed, contemporary versions tend to claim the right to retell the story, to place women closer to the center of the story, and criticize traditional ideas of heroism. In chapter 10, Deborah H. Roberts examines the fate of Ovid, the ancient mythographer. Although he is the chief source of numerous myths and was regularly cited in earlier anthologies for children, he has often been unacknowledged since Hawthorne's Wonder Book (1851), especially since later anthologies have tended to privilege the folktale and fairy tale over the myth. Roberts examines retellings since Hawthorne of four Ovidian tales, all of which reflect the mores of the period of retelling: Baucis and Philemon, in which Hawthorne's pitcher of milk only reverted to wine from 1930 on; Midas, in which the name that Hawthorne supplied for the daughter, Marygold, is ubiquitous in retellings and helps stress the message that a child's love is superior to riches; the considerably bowdlerized Echo and Narcissus, which retains the flower transformation but not the frame story of Tiresias's prophecy or Juno's punishment of Echo; and Daphne and Apollo, in which lust is translated into teasing and an innocent desire for friendship. Roberts's essay is one of the few that includes useful illustrations.
Part 4, "Ancient Rome for Children," looks at the fascination of invasion stories in children's classical reception. In chapter 11, Catherine Butler usefully borrows the term "Grand Tour," usually describing upper-class English educational tours of the Continent, to explore British attitudes in children's books about the Roman invasion and whose protagonists are typically captured Britons constrained to travel to the European mainland and even Rome. Beric the Briton (1893), by the imperialist G. A. Henty, shows the principled protagonist switching loyalties from his own backward people to the superior Romans. Novels about the Roman invasion were particularly numerous in the 1950s, a time of crisis for Britain's ideas about empire. These novels include Rosemary Sutcliff's The Eagle of the Ninth and, as an example of conversion of loyalties, Henry Treece's Legions of the Eagle. Most invasion texts of this period are sympathetic to the Roman cause. Later Grand Tour novels, especially those published in the new century, tend to be far more skeptical or even hostile toward the Roman invasion and occupation of Britain, especially for environmentalist or anti-imperialist reasons.
In chapter 12, Tony Keen shows us more about the importance of the Roman invasion narrative in the 1950s. The weekly boys' comic strip "Wulf the Briton," originally written by Jenny Butterworth, is about a group of gladiators trying to escape the Roman arena. Wulf becomes so central to the story that the strip is renamed for him in early 1957, shortly before Ron Emberton succeeded Ruggiero Giovannini as illustrator and eventually as the writer as well; by 1957, he moved the story's setting back to Britain. The series was popular partly because Roman Britain was always a significant part of the school curriculum. Emberton got visual details correct, though he sacrificed some historical details for the story. The strip is worthy of study though more difficult to find than some examples from that era's weekly comic magazines. It is "resolutely anti-imperalist," with Roman soldiers who are "smug bullies" (285) and Wulf a kind of Robin Hood. In fact, the strip depicts the Romans as if they were evil German invaders from a potential outcome of World War II.
In the final chapter, Eran Almagor suggests that the Astérix comic series might be considered "as an adapted version of ancient historical texts for children, with a tongue in cheek reference to the ancient concerns about the texts that should be disseminated to the young" (292). According to Almagor, Astérix can be considered children's literature in terms of the various tensions set forth by Jacqueline Rose, Emer O'Sullivan, Maria Nikolajeva, and Perry Nodelman. Astérix is child-sized, and he and his big friend Obélix do not live with female partners. There are adult-oriented innuendos, but also plenty of gag fighting between Gauls, which not only entertains but also reflects actual Roman reports about Gallic bellicosity. Even the relative absence of actual children in the text can be ironically explained by historical records of the Gauls' keeping their children away from the public eye.
As its footnotes and further bibliography demonstrate, this collection describes valuable conversations already being had in the field along with suggestions for new ones. Reviewed by Maria Sachiko Cecire
Medievalisms play an outsize role in twentieth-and twenty-first-century Western children's culture, and Clare Bradford's The Middle Ages in Children's Literature, part of Palgrave's "Critical Approaches to Children's Literature" series, works through this ubiquity with clarity and purpose. Whether children's "medievalist" narratives (as Bradford refers to them) follow the stories of medieval youth, place child protagonists into fantastical situations fitted with medieval trappings, or demonstrate how modern imaginative play can transport young people to an invented moment of premodern innocence and adventure, visions of the Middle Ages repeatedly depict and define modern-day childhood in children's literature and media. At the same time, such texts regularly suggest a reciprocal relationship between childhood reading and subject formation, offering a metatextual commentary on their own importance in
